LITIGATION SUPPORT

Data Compensation
Assistance to original and follow-on chemical registrants. Identification of the compensable data set. Reconstruction or evaluation of the cost of compensable data. Demonstrated expertise in supporting arbitration or settlement in lieu of litigation.

Intellectual Property Evaluation

Case Preparation
In-depth expertise to support attorneys with case development. Assessment of regulatory history of subject chemical and key scientific issues for case consideration. Technical and administrative support to compile materials for legal position.

Expert Witness Testimony
Regulatory and scientific specialists provide qualified trial depositions and testimony. Expert support for data valuation, crop damage assessment, pesticide use or misuse and regulatory compliance. Translation of complex technical jargon.

Regulatory & Scientific Implications
Advice on emerging regulatory and scientific developments that may impact current and future litigation proceedings. Analysis and interpretation of key scientific and regulatory issues for consideration by attorneys, judges and juries.

Information Management
CSI’s information technology group can support the litigation effort with customized information management tools to organize, synthesize, and evaluate new information quickly. Unique problem-solving IT applications are designed and developed to support the case at hand.

Offices in the USA and the UK
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